Memory Prime book. Read 35 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Memory Prime - It is the central core of an immense computer library. Start by marking "Memory Prime (Star Trek: The Original Series, #42)" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Memory Prime is a Star Trek: The Original Series novel written by Judith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens. It was their first work in the Star Trek universe. "Memory Prime" is the name of a planet home to artificial intelligences called 'Pathfinders'.

These beings help Federation personnel, including Commander Montgomery Scott's old flame, Lt. Mira Romaine, sort the information coming from all over Federation territory. This is intended for the project, Memory Prime, an attempt to undo and avoid a repeat of Memory Prime. It is the central core of an immense computer library, an entire network of research planetoids. Here, the Pathfinders, the only artificial intelligences legally permitted to serve the Federation, control and sift the overwhelming dataflow from thousands and thousands of research vessels across the galaxy. The greatest scientists in the Federation have gathered at Memory Prime for the prestigious Nobel and Z-Magnees prize ceremonies, unaware that a deadly assassin is stalking one of them. Memory Prime: It's the central core of an immense computer library—an entire network of research planetoids. Here, the Pathfinders—the only artificial intelligences legally permitted to serve the Federation—control and sift the overwhelming dataflow from thousands and thousands of research vessels across the galaxy. Now the greatest scientists in the Federation have gathered here for the prestigious Nobel and Zee-Magnees Prize ceremonies, unaware that a deadly assassin is stalking one of them. And as